
Bellringer  
Find the 10 errors in the passage below.

What are we going to get out of  life.  This can 
understandably be a question of  Fundamental importance 
to us.  We begin with certain basic needs and deasires.  It is 
important to have a comfortable home plenty of  food, a 
meaningful and well-paying job comfort companionship, 
and joy.  However many of  us have not fuly realized a 
simple, basic principle:  For our recieving to take place, we 
must first give.  Giving and receiving are two aspects of  
the same law of  life.
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“Civil Disobedience” 
Exam
(Continued)



Quick Review

• A lot of  you did not do a great job on your 
assessment on Friday, so let’s start by asking 
questions? Who has them? Think about what 
confused you.







Let’s Try That Again…

• Clear your desks completely except for one writing 
utensil—preferably a pencil—and one clean sheet of  
paper. You’ll need the paper to write your CCC. 

• Write your name, class period, and date in the space 
provided at the top of  the provided answer sheet. 

• If  you have a question as you work…ASK…don’t 
wonder.



Once you finish the multiple choice 
questions…

• Turn your answer sheet in at the teacher’s desk and 
IMMEDIATELY return to your seat. 

• Return to your seat and correctly head your paper using MLA 
format. 

• Respond to the following prompt: What does Thoreau mean when 
he says “better government”? 
• Use CCC format (you may have to paraphrase rather than quote the text). 
• Consider what problems Thoreau raises about the current government and 

what he wants the citizens the citizens to do to better the government. 
• Proofread and edit your paper then turn it in IMMEDIATELY upon 

completion…then sit in silence or suffer my wrath!


